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Abstract

Aim: The aim of study was to assess the effects of a physical activity program on static balance and
functional autonomy in elderly women.

Materials and Methods: The sample was randomly divided into an experimental group (EG),
submitted physical activity program, and a control (CG). Mean postural amplitude oscillations were
measured in displacement from the center of pressure (COP), left lateral (LLD), right lateral (RLD),
anterior (AD) posterior (PD) and elliptical (EA) areas by an electronic baropodometer. Functional
autonomy was composed of: walking 10 m (10MW), rising from a sitting position (RSP), rising from
a ventral decubitus position (RVDP), rising from a chair and moving about the house (RCMH) and putting
on and removing a t-shirt (PRTS).

Results: Two-way ANOVA showed that amplitude oscillation of COP in RLD, AD, PD and EA of the
EG was significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the oscillation obtained by the CG in the post-test. The RSP,
RCMH, 10MW and RVDP tests showed that execution times in the RSP, RCMH, 10MW and RVDP tests
of the EG were significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the times executed by the CG in the post-test.

Conclusion: These results show that the elderly in the EG improved balance and performance in the
activities of daily living.

Introduction
The elderly individuals have shown a decrease of

the neuromuscular function, accompanied by loss of
muscle mass and reduced strength, endurance and articular
mobility [1,2]. These factors may cause limited coordination
and control over static and dynamic body balance [3,4].

Postural control decreases with age and
deterioration occurs in various systems. This may generate
gait abnormalities and postural instability [5,6]. Postural
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imbalance may affect the functional capacity to execute
activities of daily living (ADL), leading to falls and restricted
movements [7,8]. Falls may be a consequence of imbalance
and locomotion difficulties, followed by fractures, accounting
for 70% of accidental deaths in individuals 75 years of age
or older [9].

Postural control results from the integration of
sensory information (visual, vestibular and somatosensory),
active and passive properties of the skeletal muscle
system and a portion of the nervous system [10]. This
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integration enables individuals to preserve their postural
system in balance [11,13]. Balance is the ability to
maintain the center of body mass over a base of support,
shifting body weight swiftly and precisely in different
directions within this support base.  This allows the
individual to move safely and quickly in a coordinated
fashion, and to adjust to external disturbances [13,15].
Thus, for body balance control to occur, a number of body
systems must be integrated under a central command,
since the performance of these systems reflects directly
on performance in ADL [4,16,17].

Balance analysis with a force platform is an
objective and reproducible method that can be used in
individuals of either sex and regardless of weight or height
[18]. The aim is to obtain different values related to stability
and postural systems, such as parameters characterizing
the behavior of standing. In addition, use of force platforms
is the method applied to evaluate the interaction between
the foot and the support surface in baropodometry [19]
because measurement of the pressure of the sole of the
foot on the ground provides an indication of the function of
the ankle and foot in the orthostatic posture or during other
functional activities as the performance in ADL [20].

It has been shown that physical activity produces
increased range of motion, strength muscle and functional
autonomy levels [2,3,6,16]. In addition, other studies
analyzed the effects of physical exercise on balance
[1,13,17,21]. However, few studies had assessed the
effects of physical activities on balance and functional
autonomy in elderly by force platform and battery of ADL
tests.

Improved balance in elderly women, through
participation in a physical activity program, seems to be
important for maintaining good performance in ADL and
decreasing the chances of physical dependence.
Accordingly, the aim of the present study was to evaluate
the effects of a physical activity program on static balance
and functional autonomy in the performance of ADL in the
elderly.

Materials and Methods

Sample

A total of 297 elderly women, aged 60 years or
older, retired or not, from any socioeconomic class, and
enrolled in the Family Health Program in the Piçarreira I
district of Teresina, Brazil were invited to take part in the
study. Inclusion criteria were: individuals functionally

independent in their ADL, considered capable, according
to medical assessment, of participating in the intervention
and test protocols, and having abstained from systematized
physical activity for at least six months.

The following exclusion criteria were adopted:
subjects with neurological disorders, vestibular disorders,
and movement disorders related to cognitive impairment;
or those who used drugs that could compromise balance,
postural stability and functional autonomy.

After these criteria were applied, 49 women were
randomly subdivided into an experimental group (EG),
submitted to a physical activity program, and a control
group (CG) (Table 1). To form the EG, it was realized a
random numeric draw until complete the number of offered
place according to the size of exercise classroom (maxim
of 30 individuals) [22].

Table 1: Anthropometric characteristics of the sample.

SD = standard deviation; BMI = body mass index; p-value (SW) =  Shapiro-Wilk’s test for normality.

The subjects signed a free and informed consent
form according to Resolution 196/96 of the National Health
Council and Declaration of Helsinki [23]. The study was
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of
the Universidade Estadual do Piauí-UESPI, Faculty of
Medical Sciences - FACIME under protocol number 89/
08.

Data collection procedure

Balance assessment

To assess static balance, we used an AM³ Foot
Work Pro (Italy) electronic baropodometer with 4096
sensors, polycarbonate coated, measuring 645x520x25
mm, frequency of 200 Hz, in a quiet environment at a
temperature between 23 and 250C, always in the morning.
Initially, the subjects remained seated for five minutes.
Next, they were placed barefoot on the platform in the
orthostatic position with bipedal support, arms alongside
the body, calves two centimeters apart, feet at 30º and the
individuals looking at a visual target 90 cm away. The
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subjects remained in this position for 20 seconds. We
observed the mean amplitudes of the center of pressure
(COP) in the frontal plane of right (RLD) and left (LLD)
lateral displacements, in the sagittal plane of anterior (AD)
and posterior (PD) displacements, as well as in the
elliptical area (EA) formed by center of gravity (COG)
displacement of the body in the platform plane [18].

Functional autonomy assessment

To assess functional autonomy we used the
following Latin American Group for the Elderly (GDLAM,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) autonomy tests: walking 10m
(10MW) [24], rising from a sitting position (RSP) [25],
rising from a ventral decubitus position (RVDP) [26], rising
from a chair and moving about the house (RCMH) [27] and
putting on and removing a t-shirt (PRTS) [28,29]. All the
tests were performed twice with each individual in a
suitable environment, with a minimum interval of 5 minutes
between tests. The shortest execution time in seconds
was measured with a chronometer (Casio, Brazil). Next,
the GDLAM autonomy index (GI) was calculated [30], in
which lower scores represented better results, by means
of the following formula:

GI = [(10MW + RSP + RVDP + PRTS) x 2] + RCMH

       4

where:

10MW, RSP, RVDP, PRTS and RCMH = time
measured in seconds.

GI=GDLAM index (scores).

Intervention

The physical activity program (PAP) consisted of
twice-weekly 60-minute sessions over a 12-week period.
The sessions comprised a 10-minute stretching warm-up
at submaximal level for the main joint movements, a 20-
minute walk, 15 minutes of localized exercises involving
the large muscle groups (2 series of 15 repetitions:
squats, elbow bending and stretching, knee bends and
stretches, horizontal shoulder bends and stretches, plantar
flexion and sit-ups), 10 minutes of static stretching at
maximal level and a 5-minute cool-down. Intensity of
exertion was controlled by the Borg CR-10 scale [31], and
maintained at a moderate level (level 2 to 3). All the
subjects of EG performed all the program exercises with
a minim frequency of 90% in the exercise sessions.

Statistical analysis

The data were processed by SPSS 14.0 software
and presented as mean, standard deviation and percent
difference (Δ%). The Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests were
used to verify the normality and homogeneity, respectively,
of sample data variances. Analysis of variance (Two-way
ANOVA) was used for intra and intergroup comparisons,
followed by the Scheffé post-hoc test to detect possible
differences. A value of p<0.05 was adopted for statistical
significance.

Results
Figure 1 shows the stabilometric assessment of

the sample. It can be seen that the oscillations in center
of pressure (COP) amplitudes of anterior (Δ%AD= -
30.63%, p= 0.02) and posterior (Δ%PD= -42.96%, p=
0.0001) and elliptical area (Δ%EA= -34.41%, p= 0.044)
displacements showed significant reductions (p<0.05)
between the pre-test and the post-test in the EG. Intergroup
comparisons revealed that the amplitude oscillation of
right (RLD), anterior (AD), posterior (PD) lateral and
elliptical area (EA) displacements of COP of the EG was
significantly (p<0.05) lower than the oscillation reached by
the CG in the post-test (Δ%RLD= -25.68%, p= 0.006;
Δ%AD= -36.47%, p= 0.007; Δ%PD= -44.65%, p= 0.0001;
Δ%EA= -40.74%, p= 0.017). The other variables showed
no significant alterations.

Figure 1: Comparison of oscillation amplitude of the center of
pressure (COP) in right (RLD), left (LLD), anterior (AD), posterior
(PD) and elliptical area (EA) displacements between the experimental
(EG) and control (CG) groups. *p<0.05; EG pre vs EG post. #p<0.05;EG
post vs CG post.

Figure 2 shows the results of functional
assessment tests. The RSP (Δ%= -36.63%, p= 0.0001),
RCMH (Δ%= -20.27%, p= 0.0001), 10MW (Δ%= -12.54%,
p= 0.038) and RVDP (Δ%= -25.10%, p= 0.036) tests
showed significant reductions (p<0.05) in execution time
in intragroup comparisons in the EG. This result was not
found for the CG. Intergroup comparisons demonstrated
that the execution times on the RSP, RCMH, 10MW and
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RVDP tests of the EG were significantly (p<0.05) lower
that the times obtained by the CG in the post-test
(Δ%RSP= -40.00%, p= 0.0001; Δ%RCMH= -20.77%, p=
0.0001; Δ%10MW= -18.11%, p= 0.002; Δ%RVDP= -
32.40%, p= 0.005). The PRTS test showed no significant
alterations.

activity program obtained improvements in static balance
and functional autonomy levels.

These findings are corroborated by Carvalho et al.
[21], who compared balance in seniors who practiced
regular physical activity (n=28, age=77.1±7.2 years) and
sedentary individuals (n=28, age=79.4±8.1 years). The
results show higher values for the active group in the
POMA tests (p<0.001). This suggests that the elderly who
engage in regular physical activity may have greater
balance and less fear of falling compared to sedentary
elderly, and consequently better performance in the ADL.
The test used to evaluate balance was different from the
one applied here, but these data also indicate that a
regular physical activity program may increase self-
confidence in the elderly. However, these conclusions
must be tempered by the fact that we did not assess falls,
fear of falling or self-confidence.

Abreu and Caldas [32] studied the effects of a
therapeutic exercise program on balance in the elderly.
The results show that the group submitted to therapeutic
exercises improved their balance, as measured by the
Berg and POMA tests, compared to the ambulatory
group. These results corroborate the findings of the EG in
the present study, since the balance of the elderly in this
group improved with the physical program of general
exercises, although the method applied to assess this
variable has been the force platform.

Rugelj [13] analyzed performance on the 10MW
test and the balance of seniors submitted to functional
training composed of 14 functional activities. He found that
the experimental group significantly improved execution
time on the 10MW test,  but found no significant differences
in relation to the mean displacement amplitudes of COP
in the sagittal and frontal planes and in the elliptical area,
using stabilometry. These  results partially contradict
those of the present study in that we found improvements
in the ADL tests, except PRTS, and in mean oscillations
in AD, PD and RLD, in the sagittal and frontal planes,
respectively, and EA in the EG. These discrepancies may
be owing to the differences in exercise programs.
Furthermore, these exercises might generate different
sensory information, provoking positive adaptations in the
sensory motor system [10]. Thus, these stimulations,
induced by different movements in the physical activity
program may have influenced the improved balance and
performance of the ADL in the EG.

Zak et al. [17] investigated a multiple exercise
program in the elderly and found that the subjects that
engaged in high-intensity exercises at progressive loads,

Figure 2: Comparison of execution times on the GDLAM functional
autonomy tests between the experimental (EG) and control (CG)
groups. 10 MW = walking 10 meters; RSP= rising from a seated
position; RVDP= rising from the ventral decubitus position; PRTS=
putting on and removing a t-shirt; RCMH= rising from a chair and
moving about the house. All the times were measured in seconds.
*p<0.05; EG pre vs post. #p<0.05; EG post vs CG post.

Figure 3 shows that the GDLAM index (GI) of
functional autonomy for the performance of ADL showed
significant reduction (p<0.05) compared to intragroup
comparison in the EG (Δ%= -21.37%, p= 0.0001). This
result was not found in the CG. Intergroup comparison
shows that the IG scores in the EG were significantly
(p<0.05) lower than the scores obtained by the CG in the
post-test (Δ%= -24.21%, p= 0.0001).

Figure 3: Comparison of GDLAM index (GI) between the experimental
(EG) and control (CG) groups. GI= GDLAM index (scores).  *p<0.05;
EG pre vs EG post. #p<0.05; EG post vs CG post.

Discussion
The results of this study show significant

reductions in the mean amplitudes of the center of pressure
in right (RLD), anterior (AD), posterior (PD) lateral and
elliptical area (EA) displacements, in a battery of tests
from the GDLAM protocol and in the GI of the EG. This
indicates that the subjects who took part in the physical
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functional orientations and with nutritional control
significantly improved balance and performance on the 6-
minute walk test, as measured by POMA. The present
study obtained the same result with the 10MW and
balance, as assessed by the force platform, using moderate
exertion intensity to perform the exercises and without
nutritional control. This may have occurred because EG
showed a fair level of functional autonomy, as measured
by the GI [30].

Mann et al. [33] compared the balance of elderly
who engaged in aquatic exercises for between 1 and 5
years and sedentary individuals of the same age, using
force platform assessment for 10 seconds. They found
that the active elderly only obtained better results (p<0.05)
than the sedentary subjects in medium-lateral displacement
with feet together and eyes closed. These results differ
from the present study in that we found balance
improvements in the EG, also in the sagittal plane (AD and
PD). These discrepancies between the two studies may
be owing to the difference in age of the sedentary groups
used as control.

The findings of the present study are corroborated
by Aikwa et al. [34], who analyzed postural oscillations in
elderly at two different decades of life. The results indicated
that posterior postural oscillations were higher in the two
groups (from 60 to 70 years, mean =12.15±12.150 and
from 71 to 80 years, mean=11.73±14.420). This also
occurred in the present study in the pre-test in the EG and
at the two moments in the CG, but in the post-test of EG,
mean anterior displacement was higher than the posterior
mean. These postural oscillations, however, are common
in the elderly because they are associated to changes in
the base of support or unexpected displacement such as
articular instability [7], muscular weakness [16] and
elevated BMI, which requires more body displacement to
maintain postural balance [35]. But this analysis is limited
in the present study because it did not investigate these
associations.

In conclusion, the results presented here show a
significant improvement in static balance and in the
functional autonomy levels of the experimental group. This
suggests that a regular physical activity program may
contribute to maintaining postural control and performance
in ADL. It will be appropriate in the future studies to
measure muscle and joint parameters, before and after
program of exercise, maybe isokinetically, to investigate
the possibilities of their improvement which should be
connected with posture balance control and functional
improvements.
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